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It is proved that a graph of order n contains a triangle if |N(X )|> 13 (n+|X | ) for
every independent set X of vertices. This bound is sharp.  2000 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
Motivated by an idea of Anderson [1], Woodall [6] defined the binding
number bind(G) of a graph G by
bind(G)=min[ |N(X )||X | : < % XV(G) and N(X){V(G)]
=max[a: |N(X)|a |X | whenever
XV(G) and N(X ){V(G)].
Here, and throughout this paper, G is a finite simple graph with vertex-set
V(G) and order n=|V(G)|, and N(X ) :=v # X N(v), where N(v) is the set
of vertices adjacent to v. Woodall proved that if bind(G) 32 then G is
hamiltonian, and he conjectured that the same condition implies that G
contains a triangle and (stronger) that G is pancyclicthat is, that G con-
tains circuits of all lengths l, 3ln. These two conjectures were proved
by Shi [4, 5]. Subsequently a much shorter proof of the weaker (triangle)
result was given by Goddard and Kleitman [3]. Also, Brandt [2] proved
the following result, in which a graph is weakly pancyclic if it contains
circuits of all lengths from its girth up to its circumference.
Theorem 1. Every nonbipartite graph G of order n with minimum degree
$(G) 13 (n+2) is weakly pancyclic.
Note that $(G) 13 (n+2) if bind(G)
3
2 (see Corollary 2.1 below), and
G cannot be bipartite if bind(G)>1. So Theorem 1 implies that the
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stronger of Shi’s results (about pancyclicity) follows from his weaker result
(about triangles) together with Woodall’s result that if bind(G) 32 then G
is hamiltonian.
All of these binding-number results are best possible, in the sense that
the figure 32 cannot be replaced by anything smaller. Nevertheless, as
always, one can improve them by broadening the nature of the condition.
The first clue is given by the following results from [6, 8].
Theorem 2 (Fundamental Lemma). Let a, b, c, d be real numbers such
that a, b>0. Then
a |N(X )|b |X |+(a+c) n+d (1)
whenever < % XV(G), if and only if
b |N(Y)|a |Y|+(b+c) n+d (2)
whenever YV(G) and N(Y){V(G).
(To prove that (1) implies (2), put X :=V(G)"N(Y); to prove the
converse, put Y :=V(G)"N(X).) Taking a= 32 , b=1, c=&1 and d=0, we
deduce:
Corollary 2.1. Bind(G) 32 if and only if
|N(X )| 13 (n+2 |X | ) whenever < % XV(G). (3)
It follows that (3) is enough to ensure that G is hamiltonian; but this
result can be significantly strengthened, as is shown by the following result
from [7, 8].
Theorem 3. If G is 2-connected with minimum degree $ 13 (n+2), and
|N(X )| 13 (n+|X |&1)
for every nonempty independent subset X of V(G), then G is hamiltonian.
Corollary 3.1. If G is 2-connected and |N(X )|> 13 (n+|X | ) for every
nonempty independent subset X of V(G), then G is hamiltonian.
The purpose of this paper is to prove the corresponding strengthening of
the other two results, about triangles and pancyclicity.
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Theorem 4. If G is a graph of order n such that
|N(X )|> 13 (n+|X | ) (4)
for every nonempty independent subset X of V(G), then G contains a triangle.
Corollary 4.1. If G is a 2-connected graph of order n such that
|N(X )|> 13 (n+|X | ) for every nonempty independent subset X of V(G), then
G is pancyclic.
We shall prove Theorem 4 in the next section. Corollary 4.1 immediately
follows because, by Theorems 1 and 4, (4) ensures that G is weakly pan-
cyclic, and hence, by Corollary 3.1 and Theorem 4, G is pancyclic.
Theorem 3 is sharp, as is shown in [7]. The following 2-parameter class
of graphs, which includes all three extremal examples mentioned by
Goddard and Kleitman in [3], shows that Theorem 4 is also sharp. For a
positive integer r, let G(r, 1) :=C r&13r&1 , the complement of the (r&1)st
power of the circuit on 3r&1 vertices (interpreting C02 as K1, 1): for example,
space the 3r&1 vertices regularly around the unit circle, and join each
vertex v to the r vertices lying strictly within the arc of length 23 ? whose
midpoint is diametrically opposite v. Now, for positive integers r and k, let
G(r, k) be the rk-regular graph with n=(3r&1) k vertices obtained from
G(r, 1) by replacing each vertex vi by a set Vi of k independent vertices,
and each edge vivj by the edge-set of a copy of Kk, k with partite sets Vi and
Vj . Then G(r, k) is triangle-free, and |N(Vi)|= 13 (n+|V i | ) for each i, but
otherwise (4) holds. This shows that Theorem 4 is sharp in the sense that,
in (4), > cannot be replaced by . (However, it does not rule out the
possibility that (for example) the full force of (4) may be needed only for
sets X for which |X | divides n.)
The conditions needed for hamiltonicity and for the existence of a triangle
are not identical: the condition in Theorem 3 is stronger in requiring G to
be 2-connected, while the condition (4) in Theorem 4 is stronger than the
condition in Theorem 3 when |X |>1. Nevertheless, the two conditions are
sufficiently similar to suggest that there is something deeper going on here,
which we do not fully understand.
2. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 4
Although Goddard and Kleitman [3] proved a much stronger result
than the binding-number result mentioned at the start of this paper, their
proof is very compact and is aimed in a somewhat different direction than
Theorem 4, and we do not see how to modify it in order to prove
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Theorem 4. Shi’s proof [4], in contrast, explores the structure of the graph
in more detail, and e have based our proof on it. The first part of our proof
follows Shi’s proof quite closely.
Assuming that Theorem 4 is false, let G be a graph with order n and as
many edges as possible such that G is triangle-free and (4) holds for every
nonempty independent subset X of V(G). Let y0 and z0 be nonadjacent
vertices of G and define X0 :=N( y0) & N(z0). Choose y0 and z0 so that |X0 |
is as small as possible and, subject to this, so that the sum of degrees of y0
and z0 is as large as possible. Let k :=|X0 |, so that
|N(u) & N(v)|k whenever u, v are nonadjacent. (5)
Note that k>0, since otherwise we could add the edge y0z0 to G without
creating a triangle or violating (4), and this would contradict the choice of
G. Let x0 be a vertex of maximum degree in X0 , and let
F :=V(G)"[N(x0) _ N( y0) _ N(z0)].
Since G is triangle-free, N(x0) & N( y0)=N(x0) & N(z0)=<, and |N(v)|>
1
3 (n+1) for every vertex v, by (4). Thus




Let v and x be vertices such that v # N(x0) and x # X0=N( y0) & N(z0).
Since G is triangle-free, each of the sets N(x0), N( y0) and N(z0) is an inde-
pendent set of vertices, and so N(v) & N(x0)=N(x) & N( y0)=N(x) & N(z0)
=<; hence N(v) & N(x)F. By (5) and (7), this implies that v and x are
adjacent. Thus N(x0)N(x). Since x0 was chosen to be a vertex of maximum
degree in X0 , it follows that N(x)=N(x0). This holds for every x # X0 .
Now defines sets
A :=N( y0)"X0 , Z0 :=[z # N(x0) : N(z) & A=<],
B :=N(z0)"X0 , Y0 :=[ y # N(x0) : N( y) & B=<]
C :=N(x0)"(Y0 _ Z0).
We shall prove shortly that Y0 & Z0=<, after which it will be clear that
A _ B _ C _ X0 _ Y0 _ Z0 _ F
is a decomposition of V(G) into disjoint sets (8)
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FIG. 1. A continuous line joining two sets indicates the presence of all possible edges
between the two sets. A dashed line indicates that there are no edges between the two sets.
(see Fig. 1). Note that Y0 {<{Z0 since y0 # Y0 and z0 # Z0 , and also
that
each of the five sets Y0 _ B, B _ X0 , X0 _ A, A _ Z0 and
Z0 _ C _ Y0 is independent; (9)
this holds because B _ X0=N(z0), X0 _ A=N( y0) and Z0 _ C _ Y0=
N(x0), and because of the definitions of Y0 and Z0 .
If A=< then, by (5), every vertex nonadjacent to y0 is adjacent to all
vertices in X0=N( y0), which means that G, being triangle-free, is a com-
plete-bipartite graph. This is easily seen to be impossible (take X in (4) to
be the larger partite set). Hence A{<. Similarly B{<.
Let y and a be vertices such that y # Y0 and a # A. Since N( y)X0 _
A _ F and X0 _ A is independent by (9), it follows that N(a) & N( y)F.
By (5) and (7), this implies that y and a are adjacent. Thus N( y0)N( y).
Since N( y) & N(z0)=X0 , and the definition of y0 and z0 ensures that y0 has
maximum degree among all vertices y such that N( y) & N(z0)=X0 , it
follows that N( y)=N( y0) #A. This holds for every y # Y0 . Similarly,
N(z)=N(z0) #B for every z # Z0 . Since we have shown that A{<{B,
this shows that Y0 & Z0=<; hence (8) holds.
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We are now in a position to refine (6) and (7), since, by (4), |N(x0)|=
|N(X0)|> 13 (n+k), |N( y0)|=|N(Y0)|>
1
3 (n+|Y0 | ) and |N(z0)|=|N(Z0)|
> 13 (n+|Z0 | ). Thus
|N(x0) _ N( y0) _ N(z0)|=|N(x0)|+|N( y0)|+|N(z0)|&|X0 |
>n+ 13 ( |Y0 |+|Z0 |&2k),
so that |F |< 13 (2k&|Y0 |& |Z0 | ), giving
3 |F |+|Y0 |+|Z0 |<2k. (10)
Notice that if we had only weak inequality in (4), then at this point we
could not rule out the possibility that F=< and |Y0 |=|Z0 |=k, and the
rest of the proof would fail. As it is, (10) implies that |Y0 |<k or |Z0 |<k;
w.l.o.g. |Z0 |<k.
Let x1 # A (to be chosen more carefully later) and let Y1 :=N(x1) & B.
Then x1 and z0 are nonadjacent and N(x1) & N(z0)B because of (9), and
so |Y1|k by (5).
Let y1 # Y1 (to be chosen more carefully later) and let Z1 :=N( y1) & C.
Then y1 and x0 are nonadjacent and N( y1) & N(x0)C _ Z0 , and so
|Z1|k&|Z0 |>0.
Let z1 # Z1 . Then z1 # C and so N(z1) & A{< by the definitions of Z0
and C. Let x2 # N(z1) & A. Then x1 y1 z1x2 is a path (see Fig. 2), and so
N(x1) & N( y1)=N( y1) & N(z1)=N(z1) & N(x2)=<. (11)
Let C* :=C"[N(x1) _ N( y1)]=[C"N(x1)] & [C"N( y1)] and F* :=
F"N(x1). By (11), the following six equations hold:
|N(x1) & C|+|N( y1) & C|=|C|&|C*|, (12)
|N( y1) & A|+|N(z1) & A||A|, (13)
|N(z1) & B|+ |N(x2) & B||B|, (14)
and also, by (9),
|N(x1) & C|+|N(x1) & B|=|N(x1)|&|Y0 |&|N(x1) & F |, (15)
|N( y1) & A|+|N( y1) & C|=|N( y1)|&|Z0 |&|N( y1) & F | , (16)
|N(z1) & B|+|N(z1) & A|=|N(z1)|&|X0 |&|N(z1) & F |. (17)
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FIGURE 2
Adding (12)(14) and subtracting (15)(17), and using (8), (11) and the
fact that |N(v)|> 13 (n+1) for every vertex v, we get
|N(x2) & B|&|N(x1) & B|<n&|C*|&(n+1)+|N(x1) & N(z1) & F |
<|F |&|F*|&|C*|. (18)
So far, x1 has been any vertex in A. Choose it now so as to minimize
|N(x1) & B|. Then (18) gives 0<|F |& |F*|&|C*|, so that, by (7),
|C*|+|F*|<|F |<k. (19)
Let x # N( y1) & A and y # Y1=N(x1) & B. Since G is triangle-free,
N(x) & N( y)C* _ F*. We deduce from (5) and (19) that x and y are
adjacent. If we now specify that y1 is an element of Y1 that maximizes
|N( y1) & A|, then it follows that N( y) & A=N( y1) & A for every y # Y1 .
We can now refine the argument of (12)(18). Let Z$1 :=N( y1) &
N(x2) & C and F $ :=N( y1) & N(x2) & F, so that z1 # Z$1 and |Z$1|=
|N( y1) & N(x2)|&|F $|k&|F $| by (5). Note that
N(x1) & N(Y1)=N( y1) & N(Z$1)=N(Z$1) & N(x2)=<. (20)
Modify (12)(17) as follows: replace the RHS of (12) by ‘‘|C|’’ (so that
it matches (13) and (14)), and replace y1 by Y1 and z1 by Z$1 throughout
the six equations. Let the new equations be (12$)(17$). Equations
(12$)(14$) all hold by (20) and the fact that N(Y1) & A=N( y1) & A,
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(15$) is the same as (15), and (16$) and (17$) are clear. Since F $N( y1),
(20) gives N(Z$1) & F $=< and
|N(x1) & F |+|N(Y1) & F |+ |N(Z$1) & F |2 |F |& |F $|. (21)
Since |N(Y1)| > 13 (n+|Y1| ) 
1
3 (n+k) and |N(Z$1)| >
1
3 (n+|Z$1| ) 
1
3 (n+k&|F $| ), adding (12$)(14$) and subtracting (15$)(17$), and using
(8) and (21), we get
0|N(x2) & B|&|N(x1) & B|< |F |&|F $|& 13 (2k&|F $|+1),




3 k, which contradicts (10). This contradic-
tion finally completes the proof of Theorem 4.
3. POSTSCRIPT
Yair Caro informs us that, motivated by the result of this paper, he
makes the following conjecture.
Conjecture. Let k2 be an integer and let G be a graph of order n such
that |N(X)|>(k&2)(n+|X| )k for every independent subset X of V(G).
Then G contains a copy of Kk , the complete graph on k vertices.
This is obvious when k=2, and Theorem 4 proves it when k=3. The
Tura n graphs show that, if true, it is sharp for all k.
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